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To the Editor – The number of hydroelectric dams has increased rapidly in the past two decades and so, too, has the world’s interest in their environmental effects\(^1\). Hydroelectricity is not free from greenhouse-gas emissions\(^2\) and, in particular, methane release from dams has been identified as an important contributor to global warming\(^3\). However, most greenhouse-gas assessments neglect the idea that hydroelectric reservoirs are also large carbon sinks and can sequester organic carbon in their sediments\(^4\). We argue that the common practise of neglecting carbon burial in hydroelectric reservoirs leads to an erroneous characterisation of the effect of river damming on the carbon cycle.

Organic carbon in sediments represents carbon dioxide that has been removed from the atmosphere by photosynthesis on land or in water. The fraction of organic carbon that escapes mineralisation – that is, the microbial transfer of organic carbon back into carbon dioxide or methane – accumulates and is buried. This process therefore represents a sink for atmospheric carbon. The typically intense inputs of fluvial sediments containing organic carbon and the high trapping efficiency of dams make hydroelectric reservoirs important sites for organic carbon burial\(^5\).

To fully assess the impact of damming rivers on the carbon budget requires that both carbon burial and emissions prior to impounding are considered. Burial in a reservoir only represents an effective sink for carbon in cases where: (i) in the absence of the dam, the organic carbon would not have later been buried downstream or in the ocean anyway; or (ii) the buried organic carbon is derived from new production in the reservoir. If these conditions are not met, the burial of land-derived organic carbon in the reservoir is, in part, just a matter of changing the location of storage.
In reservoirs, sediment-deposition rates are high, and the exposure of deposited organic carbon particles to oxygen in the overlying water is limited as they are rapidly covered by new particles\(^6\). Moreover, bottom water oxygen levels are frequently low as stratification prevents atmospheric oxygen to reach bottom waters. The mineralization of organic carbon is more efficient in oxygenated waters, and therefore the burial of organic carbon in reservoirs is increased relative to rates of burial in the more oxygenated sediments commonly found in floodplain lakes or the ocean\(^6\). This suggests that in the absence of the dam, a greater fraction of the organic carbon carried by the river would be mineralised and released to the atmosphere as carbon dioxide.

Precise estimation of carbon emission versus burial in hydroelectric reservoirs is, however, complicated by unknown and unconstrained factors that operate over variable timescales. Firstly, when the reservoir fills up with water, terrestrial organic matter that is hard to decompose such as tree trunks and organic soil adds to the reservoir’s organic carbon stock representing a type of burial. In a tropical Brazilian reservoir, for example, large tree trunks still emerge from the water surface, 23 years after impounding\(^7\). In addition, some organic carbon in reservoir sediments may come from carbon-dioxide fixation by primary producers originating within the reservoir itself, e.g. phytoplankton\(^8\). This process represents an additional carbon sink, but the quantification of its effect requires better estimates of the proportion of locally-derived organic carbon to that carried from external sources. Aquatic organic carbon is readily degradable, even in anoxic conditions, so large-scale carbon-dioxide fixation by primary producers within the reservoir could ultimately fuel microbes that create methane. Moreover, most hydroelectric reservoirs are net heterotrophic\(^9\), meaning that more carbon dioxide is released from the waters than is taken up by photosynthetic organisms. This implies that at least some of the terrestrial organic carbon input is not buried, but decomposed within the reservoir.
Part of the complexity associated with estimating carbon budgets in hydroelectric reservoirs stems from the fact that carbon emission and sediment burial are intimately linked. Increased terrestrial carbon loads, for example, from deforestation or increased precipitation, will elevate both carbon emissions to the atmosphere and burial in the sediment. On the other hand, factors that reduce organic carbon mineralization in sediments, such as a decrease in oxygen or temperature, cause burial to increase\(^\text{10}\) with an opposite effect on emission. Consequently, organic carbon burial may alleviate greenhouse-gas emissions from reservoirs (Fig. 1). For example, at the highly emitting Lake Wohlen reservoir in the Aare river in Switzerland, organic carbon burial was measured at 4,070 g CO\(_2\)-equivalent m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\), which is 2.7 times higher than its measured greenhouse-gas emissions\(^\text{11}\). On a global scale, the estimated rate of organic carbon burial in reservoirs is 1,464 g CO\(_2\)-equivalent m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) (all reservoir types)\(^\text{5}\), almost twice their estimated emission rate of 810 g CO\(_2\)-equivalent m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) (hydroelectric reservoirs only)\(^\text{9}\). Although there is no global estimate for organic carbon burial for hydroelectric reservoirs only, it is evident that without burial in hydroelectric reservoirs, greenhouse-gas emissions would likely be even larger.

The importance of organic carbon burial in reservoirs was first discussed at least three decades ago\(^\text{12}\), but we have advanced little since then, and the magnitude of the carbon sink created by hydroelectric reservoirs is still unclear. The most commonly reported estimate of organic carbon burial in reservoirs\(^\text{5}\) is derived from non-standardized methods and additional measurements in hydroelectric reservoirs seem to be limited to one tropical\(^\text{8}\) and one temperate\(^\text{11}\). The lack of organic carbon-burial data may stem, in part, from difficulties associated with accurately measuring sediment accumulation rates across entire reservoir basins that experience highly heterogeneous deposition. The evidence so far indicates that in reservoirs in colder regions, carbon burial
outweighs emission to the atmosphere, while in warm regions such as the Amazonian biome, carbon emissions are probably higher (summarized in Fig. 1).

The area covered by hydroelectric reservoirs – currently almost as large as Germany⁹ – is steeply increasing due to the ever growing world’s demand for (hydro)electricity. The net effect of damming rivers on the carbon cycle is however still unclear and requires the combination of pre- and post-flooding assessments. Although assessment of the carbon sink created by hydroelectric reservoirs is, at present, not straightforward, this sink does constitute an important component of the carbon budget and should not be neglected.
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Figure 1. A conceptual model of the relationship between carbon emission to the atmosphere (E_{atm}) and organic carbon burial (B_{sed}) of hydroelectric reservoirs. Only a small portion of the world’s reservoirs is a net sink of atmospheric CO₂-equivalents (here shown as E_{atm}<0)⁹. The range of estimates of organic carbon burial is based on the effect of temperature and organic matter availability on carbon burial. Burial rates exceeding emissions (in blue) are expected in non-tropical regions as a consequence of low mineralization rates. Burial rates in Amazonian reservoirs are thought to be higher than in other tropical regions, where emissions are expected to exceed burial (in red) because of higher organic matter availability. Dotted lines = 75% quartile; horizontal solid lines = median; M, Mascarenhas de Moraes Reservoir, Brazil¹³,¹⁴; W, Lake Wohlen, Switzerland¹¹;
global relationship between carbon emission and burial (from hydroelectric and all reservoirs, respectively).